
Introduction

In order to objectively assess the body in clinical set-

tings, various machines are used to quantify body com-

position. At present, nurses often use noninvasive ma-

chines for clinical and research purposes.

Imaging techniques that quantify and assess body com-

position in a noninvasive manner include CT１－４），DXA５，６）,

bioimpedance analysis７）and ultrasonography８，９）. While

CT is useful in quantitatively assessing muscle tissue,

repeated measurements expose subjects to high levels

of radiation, and not every region of the body can be

scanned. Similarly, DXA cannot be performed in every

region. With body impedance, it is difficult to accu-

rately estimate percent body fat and lean body mass if

body weight cannot be measured.

On the other hand, ultrasound is noninvasive meas-

urement can be repeatedly measured to the same pa-

tient. Also, the greatest advantage is being able to carry

it anywhere. Studies using human cadavers have shown
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that tissue thickness as assessed by ultrasound and as

measured by anatomic dissection differ by＜５％１０，１１）.

Ultrasonography has been performed to assess not only

body composition８，９，１２）, but also muscle tissue in fields

such as rehabilitation１３，１４）and sports medicine１４，１５）. Hence,

health care workers in addition to physicians use ultra-

sonography. While there have few studies on the use

of ultrasonography in the field of nursing, we have re-

ported the use of ultrasonography by nurses in the as-

sessment of leg muscles１６）．

The use of ultrasonography by nurses as an objective

assessment method facilitates the evidence-based verifi-

cation of nursing practices and evaluation of nursing

care. When using any machine, it is necessary to con-

firm validity, to investigate measurement methods that

are suitable for target patients, and to evaluate reliabil-

ity. Because leg muscles are one of the most important

muscle groups for mobility in daily living, investigating

methods to measure leg tissue thickness are very rele-

vant for assessment of nursing practice.

In order to facilitate the clinical use of ultrasonogra-

phy by nurses, the present study investigated the reli-

ability of ultrasonographic measurement of leg tissue

thickness in subjects in the recumbent position.

Methods

In this study, the accuracy of tissue thickness of the

rectus femoris muscle as measured by ultrasound was

assessed in terms of：１）concordance of measurements

made by two different observers；２）concordance of re-

peated measurements made by the same observer ; and

３）concordance of repeated measurements made by

the same observer with and without an imaging aid.

１．Observers

In Experiment１，two observers took measurements

（the author was one of these two observers）, and in Ex-

periments２and３，the author alone took measurements.

２．Subjects

In Experiment１, subjects were five healthy women

aged over３０years（mean：４４．６±１１．６years）, and in

Experiments２and３, subjects were ten healthy indi-

viduals（３men and７women）aged over３０years（mean：

４５．１±１１．６years）.

３．Ethical considerations

Prior to the study, informed consent was obtained

after orally explaining the study objectives and the fol-

lowing：１）participation in the study was voluntary；２）

consent could be withdrawn at any time；３）the testing

equipment was not harmful to the human body；４）the

skin would be marked using a permanent marker ; and

５）measurements would be used in a scientific study.

４．Study period and location

The study was conducted from April２００１ to March

２００３at a room used for practical training at the medical

technology college of a university.

５．Measurement methods

１）Determination of test site and tissue differentiation

Ultrasound was performed using a diagnostic ultra-

sound machine （Rtfino�R : GE Yoga Medical System）

and probe（LP probe）. The oscillating frequency was

set at７．５MHz so that the boundary between subcuta-

neous fat and muscle could be clearly differentiated９）．

Muscle and subcutaneous fat tissues were differenti-

ated according to the method of Fukunaga et al.１１，１７）：

the thickness of subcutaneous fat was defined as the

distance from the contact surface between the skin and

probe to the boundary with the muscle（fascia）, while the

thickness of muscle tissue was defined as the distance

from the fascia to the bone. The thickness of subcuta-

neous fat and muscle was measured as shown in Figure１．

The ultrasound probe was placed over the rectus

femoris of the dominant leg. This muscle was selected

because, being one of the femoral extensor muscles, it is

most likely to be affected by recumbency ; a study showed

that thickness of this muscle decreased the most follow-

ing laparotomy１８）. The probe was placed at the mid-

point between the greater trochanter and the lateral

condyle of the tibia, where cross-sectional area of the

thigh was greatest１１）. In addition, because concordance

of measurements was evaluated, it was necessary to

measure thickness at the same site. Therefore, with

approval of each subject, a mark was placed using a per-

manent marker.
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２）Body and limb positions

In previous basic methodologic studies on ultrasound

measurement１０，１９）, subjects stood upright so that meas-

urements could be taken at various points on the body.

However, many patients requiring nursing care cannot

stand. Consequently, in this study, measurements were

taken in the supine position with the legs extended

（Figure２）．

３）Measurement procedures and count

In order to avoid the effects of walking and to rest

muscles, each subject was asked to lie down in bed for

１０minutes before all experiments. In Experiment１,

alternative measurements were made on the same day

by an expert ultrasound technician（observer A）and

the author, having one year of ultrasound experience

（observer B）. In Experiment２，three measurements

were made by observer B on two separate days. The

second test was conducted about seven days later.

The two tests were conducted at the same time of the

day, and because observer B only had one year of expe-

rience, three measurements were made in this experi-

ment, instead of two, as was the case with Experiment１.

In Experiment３, in order to disperse the pressure on the

tissue, SonarGel�R（Toshiba ; Width：１０．０cm, Length：

２０．０cm, Height：１．０cm, Weight：２２０．０g）was used as

an imaging aid. SonarGel�R（SonarGel）is made of a ma-

terial called macromolecular gel that improves the imag-

ing accuracy of surface areas（Figure３）. On both

sides of SonarGel, ultrasound gel was applied, and the

probe was placed on top to make measurements.

Observer B took measurements on two separate days,

and the second test was conducted about seven days

later. As was the case with Experiment２，three meas-

urements were made with and without SonarGel.

Measurement conditions were standardized by pay-

ing attention to the following：１）the gel-covered probe

was always positioned perpendicular to the skin sur-

face；２）the probe was lightly applied to the skin ; and

３）subjects were asked to relax and to avoid contraction

of the leg muscles.

Analysis methods

In Experiment１, two measurements were made by

each observer, and mean subcutaneous fat and muscle

thicknesses and difference between measurements by

the two observers were calculated. Next, for each ob-

server, the median value was calculated, and a Wilcoxon

signed-rank test was used to analyze inter-observer dif-

ference.

In Experiment２, three measurements were made on

each of two separate days, and mean muscle and subcu-

taneous fat thicknesses and difference between the first

and second measurements were calculated. Next, after

ranking the mean value for the first and second meas-

urements, a Spearman rank correlation test was used to

Figure３．Thickness measurement with SonaGel

Figure１．An ultrasound image of the rectus femoris region

Figure２．Leg position
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analyze concordance.

In Experiment３, three measurements were made

with SonarGel, and three were made without. Mean

muscle and subcutaneous fat thicknesses and difference

between the first and second measurements were calcu-

lated. Next, after ranking the mean value for the first

and second tests with or without SonarGel, a Spear-

man’s rank correlation test was used to analyze concor-

dance.

Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS（Ver-

sion９．０）with the level of significance set at p＜０．０５．

Results

１．Concordance of measurements made by two observers

Mean muscle thickness measured by observer A was

３．０３±０．６４cm, while that measured by observer B was

２．９４±０．６１cm. The difference between measurements

taken by the two observers was０．０９cm （not statisti-

cally significant, N.S., Table１）．

Mean subcutaneous fat thickness measured by ob-

server A was１．１４±０．１９, while that measured by ob-

server B was１．２５±０．１８cm. The difference between

measurements taken by the two observers was０．１１cm

（p＝０．０４２，Table１）．

２．Concordance of measurements made by the same

observer on two separate days

Mean muscle thickness was measured at２．５４±０．４５

cm in the first test vs．２．５６±０．３８cm in the second test ;

a difference of０．０２cm. Mean subcutaneous fat thick-

ness was measured at１．００±０．３１cm in the first test vs.

１．０４±０．３２cm in the second test ; a difference of０．０４

cm. For the ten subjects, the largest difference be-

tween the two tests was０．３５cm for muscle thickness

and０．３０cm for subcutaneous fat thickness.

For both muscle and subcutaneous fat, a significant

positive correlation was evident between the two tests

（Table２）．

３．Concordance of measurements made with and with-

out SonarGel

Without SonarGel, mean muscle thickness was meas-

ured at２．６３±０．４７cm in the first test vs. ２．６０±０．４７cm

in the second test ; a difference of０．０３cm. Mean subcu-

taneous fat thickness was measured at１．１５±０．２８cm in

the first test vs. １．１１±０．２８cm in the second test ; a differ-

ence of０．０４cm.

With SonarGel, mean muscle thickness was measured

at２．４９±０．４２cm in the first test vs. ２．５２±０．４２cm in

the second test ; a difference of０．０３cm. For mean sub-

cutaneous fat thickness, no difference was apparent be-

tween the two tests；１．２１±０．２９cm in both.

Of the ten subjects, the largest difference in muscle

thickness between the two tests was０．３９cm without

SonarGel and０．２１cm with SonarGel, while the largest

difference in subcutaneous fat thickness was０．１２cm

without SonarGel and０．１０cm with SonarGel. For both

Table１．Comparison of measurements made by two different observers

Muscle thickness Subcutaneous fat thickness

Subjects
Observer A
Measurement
（cm）

Observer B
Measurement
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

Observer A
Measurement
（cm）

Observer B
Measurement
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

a ４．００ ３．９０ ０．１０ １．３０ １．４５ ０．１５

b ２．５５ ２．６０ ０．０５ ０．９０ １．１０ ０．２０

c ２．５０ ２．３０ ０．２０ １．００ １．０５ ０．０５

d ３．３５ ３．１０ ０．２５ １．１５ １．２０ ０．０５

e ２．７５ ２．７８ ０．０３ １．３５ １．４３ ０．０８

Mean ３．０３ ２．９４ ０．０９ １．１４ １．２５ ０．１１

SD ０．６４ ０．６１ ０．１９ ０．１８

Wilcoxon
signed-rank test Z＝－１．２１４

p＝０．２２５
Z＝－２．０３２
p＝０．０４２

Difference : Absolute difference between measurements made by observers A and B.
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muscle and subcutaneous fat, SonarGel was associated

with a smaller maximum difference.

For both muscle and subcutaneous fat, there was a

significant positive correlation between the two meas-

urements（Table３）, but the correlation coefficient was

above０．９with SonarGel（muscle thickness : rs＝０．９４８；

subcutaneous fat thickness : rs＝０．９５２）. Nonetheless,

in almost all subjects, muscle thickness measured with

SonarGel was lower than that measured without Sonar-

Gel, while the converse was true for subcutaneous fat

thickness.

Table２．Comparison of measurements made on two different days by the same observer

Muscle thickness Subcutaneous fat thickness

Subjects
First test

Measurement
（cm）

Second test
Measurement
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

First test
Measurement
（cm）

Second test
Measurement
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

a ２．９０ ２．５５ ０．３５＊ ０．５０ ０．５０ ０．００
b ２．３５ ２．４８ ０．１３ １．１０ １．１３ ０．０２
c ３．１５ ３．００ ０．１５ １．００ １．３０ ０．３０＊
d ２．５５ ２．５０ ０．０５ ０．８０ ０．８０ ０．００
e １．９０ ２．１０ ０．２０ ０．７０ ０．７０ ０．００
f ３．１０ ３．２５ ０．１５ １．２５ １．２５ ０．００
g ２．６０ ２．６０ ０．００ １．４８ １．５７ ０．０８
h １．８２ １．９３ ０．１１ １．３７ １．２５ ０．１２
i ２．７０ ２．５３ ０．１７ ０．７７ ０．８５ ０．０８
J ２．３４ ２．６９ ０．３５ １．０４ １．０３ ０．０１

Mean ２．５４ ２．５６ ０．０２ １．００ １．０４ ０．０４
SD ０．４５ ０．３８ ０．３１ ０．３２

Spearman’ s
rank correlation
coefficient

rs＝０．８５５
p＜０．０１

rs＝０．８６３
p＜０．０１

Table３．Comparison of measurements made by the same observer on two separate days with and without SonaGel

Subjects

Muscle thickness Subcutaneous fat thickness
Without SonaGel With SonaGel Without SonaGel With SonaGel

First test
Measure
ment
（cm）

Second
test

Measure
ment
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

First test
Measure
ment
（cm）

Second
test

Measure
ment
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

First
test

Measure
ment
（cm）

Second
test

Measure
ment
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

First
test

Measure
ment
（cm）

Second
test

Measure
ment
（cm）

Difference
（cm）

a ２．７８ ２．８５ ０．０７ ２．７９ ２．９３ ０．１４ ０．９０ ０．８３ ０．０７ １．０１ ０．９２ ０．１０＊
b ２．９７ ２．５８ ０．３９＊ ２．６０ ２．５５ ０．０５ １．１５ １．２０ ０．０５ １．２２ １．２５ ０．０３
c ２．４８ ２．３３ ０．１５ ２．３８ ２．３２ ０．０６ １．１３ １．１０ ０．０３ １．２４ １．２３ ０．００
d ３．１５ ３．１５ ０．００ ２．８５ ３．００ ０．１５ １．１０ １．０７ ０．０３ １．２１ １．１７ ０．０５
e １．６３ １．６０ ０．０３ １．６０ １．６０ ０．００ １．１０ １．０７ ０．０３ １．２５ １．１８ ０．０７
f ２．２２ ２．３８ ０．１６ ２．０５ ２．２６ ０．２１＊ １．０３ １．０７ ０．０３ １．０８ １．１６ ０．０９
g ２．６５ ２．７３ ０．０８ ２．５８ ２．６２ ０．０４ １．６８ １．５９ ０．１０ １．７５ １．７５ ０．００
h ２．８０ ２．７１ ０．０９ ２．６５ ２．５７ ０．０８ ０．７７ ０．６５ ０．１２＊ ０．６７ ０．７５ ０．０８
i ３．１８ ３．２８ ０．１０ ３．０３ ２．９８ ０．０５ １．５８ １．５０ ０．０８ １．６７ １．５９ ０．０８
j ２．４７ ２．４３ ０．０４ ２．３３ ２．３２ ０．０１ １．００ ０．９７ ０．０３ １．０４ １．１０ ０．０６

Mean ２．６３ ２．６０ ０．０３ ２．４９ ２．５２ ０．０３ １．１５ １．１１ ０．０４ １．２１ １．２１ ０．００
SD ０．４７ ０．４７ ０．４２ ０．４２ ０．２８ ０．２８ ０．３１ ０．２９

Spearman’s
rank
correlation
coefficients

rs＝０．８５５
p＜０．０１

rs＝０．９４８
p＜０．００１

rs＝０．９９１
p＜０．００１

rs＝０．９５２
p＜０．００１

Difference : The absolute difference between the first and second tests.
＊ : The maximum difference between two tests
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Discussion

１．Concordance of measurements made by two ob-

servers

Because the same individual cannot take all measure-

ments in clinical settings, it is important to ascertain the

concordance of measurements made by different ob-

servers. Unfortunately, few studies have investigated

inter-observer concordance for ultrasonic measure-

ments２０）. In one such study, however, Fukunaga, et

al.２０）documented high correlation coefficients for muscle

and subcutaneous fat thicknesses（r＝０．９９０ and０．９９５，

respectively）. In this study, although no significant

difference in measured muscle thickness was evident

between the two observers, a significant inter-observer

difference in subcutaneous fat thickness was found. Ob-

server B had one year of experience in leg measure-

ment, and observer A had２０years of experience in ul-

trasound, but no experience in leg measurement.

Therefore, the difference between the two observers

could have been attributable to this difference in experi-

ence with regard to leg measurement. One study com-

pared measurements made using calipers among three

observers２１）, and the results confirmed significant inter-

observer differences. While the degree of inter-observer

difference appears to be small for muscle thickness, it

will be necessary to standardize measurement methods

for subcutaneous fat thickness in order to minimize inter-

observer differences attributable to experience.

２．Concordance of measurements made by the same

observer on two separate days

The reliability of repeated ultrasound measurements

made by the same observer has not been widely investi-

gated１０，２０）. Fukunaga, et al．１０）reported that when re-

peated measurements were made by the same individu-

als, reproducibility（r）was high：０．９９２for muscle thick-

ness and０．９５３for subcutaneous fat thickness. Subcuta-

neous fat thickness is generally measured using calipers,

but measurements can vary depending on the site of

measurement and how subcutaneous fat tissue is pinched.

Matsuo, et al.２１）reported that when subcutaneous fat

thickness was measured using calipers, the correlation

coefficient of two measurements made at different sites

was low（r＝０．５）. The reproducibility（rs）of measure-

ments made on two separate days in this study was

０．８５５ for muscle thickness and０．８６３ for subcutaneous

fat thickness, and while these figures were slightly lower

than those reported by Fukunaga, et al.１０）, they were

higher than those obtained using calipers. Therefore,

the reproducibility of repeated ultrasonic measurements

made by the same individual appears relatively high.

３．Concordance of measurements made with or without

SonarGel

One of the ways of minimizing measurement errors

related to probe usage is to use SonarGel. Based on the

high correlation coefficient and maximum difference be-

tween the two tests, measurements appear to be more

stable with SonarGel than without. However, in most

subjects, SonarGel resulted in smaller measurements for

muscle thickness and larger measurements for subcuta-

neous fat thickness. When measuring the thickness of

extremities, the probe is likely to push away muscle

tissue more than subcutaneous fat tissue２２）. Limb

thickness was measured in this study, and SonarGel,

which weighs２２０g, may have compressed muscle tissue.

In addition, because the SonarGel layer was１cm thick,

the ultrasound signals may have been attenuated as

they traveled through the body. While SonarGel can

minimize measurement errors in repeated measure-

ments, it is not necessarily useful in assessing muscle

thickness. Hence, it is necessary to further improve

this technique and compare measurements with Sonar-

Gel to true values.

４．Suggestions to nurses

While measurement error cannot be ignored, ultra-

sonography is a noninvasive and convenient imaging

technique that nurses can use. When performing ultra-

sonography in clinical settings, the results of investiga-

tions on measurement concordance among different

testers have shown that ultrasonography should be per-

formed by the same individuals whenever possible. Fur-

thermore, in order to improve measurement accuracy

and minimize measurement errors, adequate training is

necessary.

５．Future directions of research

In this study, ultrasonography was performed on
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adults in the recumbent position, but in clinical settings,

many patients are elderly. As a result, it will be neces-

sary to investigate measurement accuracy in a range of

cases, including the elderly.

We also believe that it will be necessary to determine

the relationship between tissue thickness of the rectus

femoris as assessed by ultrasonography and total mus-

cle mass of the leg, and to investigate a means to im-

prove measurement accuracy by comparing ultrasonogra-

phy with other quantitative imaging techniques such as

CT and DXA.

Conclusions

In order to verify the accuracy of thicknesses of

rectus femoris muscle and overlying subcutaneous fat in

healthy adults as measured by ultrasound, three experi-

ments were conducted to assess：１）concordance of

measurements made by two different observers；２）

concordance of repeated measurements made by the

same observer ; and３）comparison of repeated meas-

urements made with and without SonarGel. The re-

sults were as follows :

１．Between two observers with different levels of

experience in ultrasound, a significant difference was

evident for subcutaneous fat thickness, but not for mus-

cle thickness.

２．When measurements were made by the same ob-

server on two separate days, a significant positive corre-

lation was noted, suggesting favorable reproducibility.

３．When measurements were made by the same ob-

server on two separate days with and without SonarGel,

the correlation coefficient between the two tests was

high. However, in many subjects, SonarGel resulted in

smaller measurements for muscle thickness and larger

measurements for subcutaneous fat thickness.

In order to measure tissue thickness of the rectus

femoris by ultrasound, it will be necessary to minimize

intra-observer differences and to determine the correla-

tion between ultrasound findings and those of other im-

aging techniques. However, based on the accuracy of

measurements obtained in the present study, ultra-

sound appears to be appropriate for clinical settings.

The present paper discusses research that was con-

ducted with a２００５Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research

of Japan（Young Researcher（B）（１５７９１３０７）．
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